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We discuss the Hall-Vinen theory of the damping of second sound in rotating helium, its derivation, and
the limits of its applicability. We show that the IordanskiI force must be added to the transverse friction
force between vortices and phonons only if their scattering cross section is given by the usual formula as
the square of the scattering amplitude in the Born approximation. For rotons whose scattering cross-section
is given by the classical scattering theory one does not need add the IordanskiI force. The resulting
transverse force then turns out to be the same for rotons and phonons and equal to the IordanskiI force
(D' = -KPn) in magnitude. We determine the correction to the friction force between vortices and
phonons due to the natural oscillations of the vortex filament.
PACS numbers: 67.20.Ly

It is well known that the appearance of vortices in
rotating helium II leads to an additional damping of
second sound due to the friction between the elementary
excitation and the vortices. A theoretical analysis of
this effect, first given by Hall and Vinen[l] reduces to
solving two problems: firstly, a determination of the
scattering cross sections of the elementary excitations
and the change in the momentum of the excitations due
to such a scattering and, secondly, solving the hydrodynamical problem of the connection between the quantities determining the change in the momentum of the excitations during the scattering (speed of the vortex
motion and normal velocity in the vicinity of the vortex)
with the averaged magnitude of the relative velocity
vn - Vs (vn and Vs are the velocities of the normal and
the superfluid components), which occur directly in the
hydrodynamic equation describing second sound.

The determination of the scattering cross section
enables us to find the coefficients D and D', which are
proportional to it, in the expression for the friction
force f acting upon a single vortex due to the normal
component:
(1 )

where vL is the velocity of the vortex motion, VR the
normal velocity near the vortex, and K the circulation
vector (K =hi m). Lifshitz and Pitaevskil [2] calculated
D and D' for the quasi-classical scattering of rotons.
The solution of the hydrodynamical problem led Hall
and Vinen to the following two relations:
f=[Xp.(V,-VL) ],

41tTJ
f=- In(rmll) (VR-V.),

(2)
(3 )

where I) is the viscosity of the normal component, l the
mean free path of the quasiparticles, and rm a cutoff
parameter of the order of the viscous length. Equation
(2) is the expression for the Magnus effect in a superfluid liquid, and (3) is connected with the hydrodynamical drag effect of the normal liquid by the vortex, as a
result of which the normal velocity VR close to the
vortex differs from the velocity vn far from it.
Subsequently the problem of scattering by a vortex
was solved also for phonons. Phonons determine the
damping of second sound at rather low temperatures
«0.5 K), where there are so far no measurements.
Pitaevskil[3] was the first to consider the problem of
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phonon scattering; he used the hydrodynamic equations
of an inviscid liquid (hydrodynamic approximation).
Later the correctness of the calculations of the phonon
friction force in the hydrodynamic approximation was
put in doubt.l 4 ,5] In particular, Iordanskii(5] concluded
that one should add to the right-hand side of (1) a force
which is independent of the scattering cross section.
Having obtained this force for phonons he proposed to
take it into account also in the roton region where it
leads to a quantitatively appreciable effect. A number
of authors[6,7] have discussed the physical meaning of
the Iordanskii force, but the problem of its existence
has been put in doubt.[B,9j
The hydrodynamic part of Hall and Vinen's work, and
especially the Magnus effect (Eq, (2» has also been'discussed in the literature. The Magnus effect leads to the
fact that the damping of second sound which is connected
with the vortices must vanish as Ps ~ 0, but this has
not been confirmed experimentally near the X-point.[lOj
On the other hand, one gets the impression from the
derivation of Eq. (1) as given by Hall and Vinen[l] that
Ps in (2) is the superfluid density in the immediate
vicinity of the vortex filament where the applicability
of the concept of a two-component hydrodynamiCS would
be doubtful, and this would make the derivation itself
also doubtful, as emphasized by the authors themselves.
There are thus in the theory of the damping of second
sound in rotating helium a number of problems which
remain unexplained and this was the reason for the
present paper. In it we propose a new derivation for the
hydrodynamic relations (2) and (3) which shows that Ps
in Eq. (2) is the superfluid density in the volume where
it is well defined and that the Magnus effect must be
taken into account. However, it follows from this deri vation that Hall and Vinen's theory becomes inapplicable
when one approaches the X-point and this apparently
causes the disagreement with experiments in its neighborhood. We show also that in the roton region one
needs not add the Iordanskii force to Eq. (1). However,
the necessity to add the Iordanskil force to (1) for phonons is caused by the fact that the scattering crosssection which determines the coefficient D' is not the
same as the one which is defined in the Born approximation as the square of the amplitude of scattering of a
phonon by a vortex (we shall call such a scattering
cross section a: wave cross section). This is connected
with the long-range character of the velocity field of
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics
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the vortex and the inapplicability of the usual asymptotic representation of the scattered wave. As the calculation of the coefficient D' for rotons (Appendix I)
gives the value D' = -KPn, which differs in sign from
the one obtained in[2]1) this means that the transverse
force is the same for phonons and rotons and is the
same both in magnitude and sign as the Iordanskii
force.
We determine also the longitudinal friction force between phonons and vortices taking into account possible
eigen oscillations of the vortex filament when sound
propagates along and at right angles to the vortices.

To obtain Eqs. (2) and (3) from Hall and Vinen's
theory we split off around the vortex filaments which
penetrate the rotating helium cylinders of radius ro
inSide which two-component hydrodynamics is inapplicable. The regions outside and inside these cylinders
we call, respectively. the hydrodynamic and the vortex
regions. Let the mean free path l of the quasiparticles
be much longer than the correlation radius which determines the size of the vortex core, and therefore ro ~ l.
In the equations of the two-component hydrodynamics
we change to a rotating system of coordinates and we
linearize the equations with respect to the second sound
amplitude. denoting small deviations from the equilibrium values by primed quantities:
(4)

and similarly for other quantities. Here Vv is the
velocity field for the lattice of vortex lines in the incompressible fluid. In the rotating system curl Vv is
non - vanishing not only on the vortex lines, but also in
the VOlume, where curl Vv = -20; 0 is the angular
velocity vector. Second sound sets the vortex filaments
in motion, and therefore
(5)

iJvJiJt= - (VL V)v.= - V (VLV.)+ [2nxVL],

where the velocity vL of the displacement of the vortex
line is linear in the sound amplitude.
We write down the equations for the total current and
the superfluid velocity:
iJj'/iJt+ V (P'+p, (v.' -VL) v.) + V1:- [2np. (v.' -VL) ) =0,

(6)

iJv,'/{)t+ V (fL'+ (v.' -VL) v,) - [2n(v,' -VL»)+ [2nvo') =0,

(7)

where the vector 'VT has components OTik/axk,
, 1:.. =-1'] ({)vn/{)x.+{)v,../iJx,).

We have dropped in (6) and (7) terms of higher order
in Vv or 0, for instance, the Coriolis forces (20
x (psvs + PnVnJ] in Eq. (6) for the current, as in zeroth
approximation in 0 when there is no pinning of the first
and second sound the total current is
The solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) near the vortex can
in the long-wavelength limit be obtained by analogy with
the well-known problem of hydrodynamics of a point
force in a two-dimensional incompressible viscous
fluid. (1 ) The solution is of the form
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2nr2
v, '-VL

(')
J..t' +
V. -VL

(8)

vv=const,

where v~ without argument is the normal velocity far
from the vortex. We choose as the cutoff radius rm the
smaller of two lengths: the viscous length ('1/PnW )1/2
(W is the sound frequency) and the distance between the
vortices, while the force is determined by a surface
integral over a cylinder of radius ro:
f=-

J(P'+P.(v,'-vL)v.+:()dS,

(9 )

where dB is in the direction of the outward normal to
the cylinder.
Averaging Eqs. (6) and (7) over a cell of the vortex
lattice we get

1. TWO-COMPONENT HYDRODYNAMICS:
MAGNUS EFFECT AND VISCOUS DRAG

v.'=const,

P' = -

iJj'/{)t+VP'+2nx- t f-[2np.(V.'-VL») =0,
iJvo'/iJt+ VfL' - [2n(v.' -vL ) )+ [2!lv.') =0.

(10)

(11)

Setting the total momentum flux through a cylinder
which surrounds the vortex and which lies in the hydrodynamic region equal to zero we get Eq. (2) for the
force f which, according to (11) determines the force
Fns = 20f/ K which together with the Coriolis force
-(20ps x vs] acts upon the superfluid component.
We obtain Eq. (3) from (8) if we choose for VR the
value v~(r) at a distance ro ~ l from the vortex filament. Such a choice of VR is based on the assumption
that the flux of quasiparticles scattered by a vortex is
determined by the quasiparticle distribution function at
mean free path distances from it without taking into account the perturbation connected with the flux of scattered quasiparticles. However, an estimate shows that
taking into account the flux of quasi particles which immediately after scattering collide with other quasiparticles and as a result of such a collision return again to
the scatterer leads to the fact that we must take for the
lower limit under the logarithm sign not the mean free
path but a quantity of the form [I-aCT a, where fJ is the
effective scattering diameter of the vortex. The relative
error of the coefficient in Eq. (3) is thus equal to~)
In (Z/ ()' )/In (rm/t). The viscous corrections of order
unity to the logarithm in Eq. (2) are thus an excess of
accuracy. However, this does not refer to the imaginary
additional term no matter how small it is. Such an additionalterm means a mismatch in phase of the force f
and the vector VR - VL and taking it into account enabled Lynall and Mehl(12) to explain the experimentally
observed change in the second sound velocity.
2. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE FRICTION FORCE
AND THE QUASIPARTICLE SCATTERING
CROSS SECTION
We now consider the vortex region where we can
neglect the interaction of the quasiparticles moving in
the velocity field of the vortex. If the mean free path is
much longer than the quasiparticle de Broglie wavelength, inside this region, not too close to the vortex
filament we can use the quasi-classical approximation
and express the momentum flux tensor in terms of the
classical distribution function f(P) of the excitations:
II.,=PIl<;+pv"v"+j,,v,,+jo,v.,+

Sdpf(p)p, iJe(p)!{)p"

(12)

where E(P) is the quaSi-particle energy in a system
moving with the superfluid velocity, and jOi = Jdpf(P)Pi.

v.'(r)-vL=rot1jl, 1jl=--ln-+[(vn -vL)r],
4nl']
rm

We shall look for the change in fIij, which is linear
in the second sound amplitude, at large distances from
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the vortex filament in a coordinate system moving with
velocity vL. The change in the distribution function
f(P) is, first of all, connected with the change in the
equilibrium distribution function {exp [ ( E (P) + p(vv
+ va - VR)/kBT] - 1}-\ Expanding it we get the correction linear in Vs and vR:
(13)

n,(e)=[exp (€(p)/k BT)-1]-'.

Secondly, the distribution function changes due to scattering, if vR'" vL. Were the scattering by the vortex
field to occur in a limited region, the scattered quasiparticles would move at large distances from the vortex filament in planes that pass through the vortex filament, and the correction to the distribution function
would have the form
a

an, (
oe

[X , )] Po.(P»)
--

,

r

r

X

«A

A)

u v-v, ,

(14)

where" and "r are the angles in the cylindrical system of coordinates for the vector p and the radius
vector R drawn in the given point at a distance r from
the vortex filament, ·while the cross sections aT and
as are given in terms of the differential scattering
cross section a( y):
•

0,=

n

So(y) (1-cos,)dy.

0 .• =

San,
.
- .-P.L'o,(p) Vadp.
1 San.
,
-.-P1. o.(p)I'Gdp,

D=- -

1

2.

Of

D ,= 2

So(y)sinydy,

(15)

(20)

fJc

and Pl. is the component of p at right angles to

an. ('
a'n. (P ('
!J.'/=-a;:P
v. -Va ') +~
v. -Va » (pv" )

o,(p) . -(va -VL
... / = - - - -(va -vc)p---

(19)

where

K.

Knowing ~nij and equating to zero the momentum
flux through the cylinder surrounding the vortex filament we get Eq, (1) without the Iordanskil force. However, for phonons the differential cross section a( y)
which determines D and D' is not the same as the wave
scattering cross section determined by the square of the
scattering amplitude. We shall see in Sec. 3 that for
phonons there appears, when we take the corresponding
change in the wave scattering cross-section, in the
quantity of first order in K the transverse Iordanskii
force which is the same as the transverse force for
rotons which is determined in Appendix 1.

3. SCATTERING OF PHONONS BY A VORTEX.
IORDANSKII FORCE
We consider the problem in the hydrodynamic approxi mati on 4 ) , Le., the sound wave propagates in an
inviscid liquid in the presence of a vortex. The liquid
density and velocity at any time can be written in the
form

where y is the difference between the angles " for the
vector p after and before the collision.
However, the velocity field of the vortex is longrange and one can not even at very large distances
assume the quaSiparticle momentum to be unchanged.
However, to a good approximation one can assume a
trajectory with a large impact parameter to be rectilinear and determine the change in the momentum along
the trajectory by solving the quasi-classical equations
of motion in first order in K:
dR

de

p

[xr]

at

IIp

p

2;{r'~

-=-·---T--.

[xp]

dp

([xp]r)r

(16 )

;rr'

We find that p = p"" - pVv/vG where vG and r are the
projections of the group velocity (aE/ap)p/p and the
radius vector R on the plane at right angles to the vertex filament and Poa is the momentum p as r - "".
Such a change in momentum under the conditions that
the distribution function at infinity is the equilibrium
one and that vR'" VL leads to the following correction
to the distribution function :3)

an,
ae

,

an.
ae

p ('

)

tl./=+--(va -VL) (p-p~)=---- Va -VL v •.
Va

(17)

Terms of higher order in K operate already in a limited
region of space and can be taken into account through
the cross sections aT and as which determine the correction ~af.
The total change in the distribution function ~f = ~of
+ ~o.f + ~pf satisfi'3s in, first approximation in Vv the
kinetic equation:

a (an.

(v.'-v L ) - ; ; - --(v,p)

or

ae

) + -ae- -p- -M/
a
atl!
-(v,p)--=O,
ap

p

Jr

ar

(18)

ap

if we choose as the zeroth approximation ~f
= (ano/a E) (vB - VR)' p. Substituting ~f into (12) we get

the required correction to nij:

(20

where po is the average liquid density, Pph and vph
are the changes in the liquid density and velocity connected with the OSCillations,
-~S [dR,,(t) (R-R,,(t»]

v,(t) - 4n

IR-R,(t) I'

is the velocity field of the incompressible liquid around
the curved vortex filament, and Rv is the radius vector
of a point on the vortex filament which is time-dependent in such a way that
av, =_ ~ V

at

S [dR,,(R-R,)]

4n

IR-R,I'

aR. .

at

We write down the hydrodynamic equations, linearized
in Pph and Vph:
apph.
--=-p, dlVVph-V,VPph,

at

aVph
C'
,\
avo
- - = - - - Vpph- V (v,VPbJ--a-'

at

po

(22)

t

where c is the sound velocity. Although Eqs. (22) are
inapplicable close to the core of the vortex, their contribution to the scattering is unimportant in the longwavelength limit and we can choose a solution of (22)
which is bounded at zero.
At low temperatures most of the natural oscillation
modes of the vortex are slower than the sound modes as
the frequency of the first is proportional to k21ln krc I
and of the second to k (rc is the vortex core radius).
We can thus neglect the filament velocity which is induced through its OSCillations, i.e., the vortex filament
moves with the phonon velocity Vph and taking its
natural oscillations into account reduces to the fact that
its average position is curved, but close to the z-axis.
In the Born approximation for a curved vortex filament Eq. (22) leads to the follOwing wave scattering
cross-section:

1(kX)'(21)"SS
q' -k"
([kk,ldR,(s,)}

o(k ..... k,)=T 4nc

(23)

X([kk,ldR,(z,) )exp{iq[R.(z,) -R,,(z.)]},
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where k and kl are the wavevectors of the incident and
the scattered waves, q = k~ - k, and L is the length of
the vortex filament.
If we neglect the curvature of the vortex filament we

have

i}' ([kk.lll).,

o(k-k.)= ( - k)'6(q'){2
-- --c
8nq'k'

In Appendix

(24)

X exp[i(kJ..njl'/2-n/4)]) }.

Evaluating this integral we see that we get from (25)
Eq. (19) with Vs = vL, D = 0, D' = "'KPn. There thus
acts a Iordanskii force on the vortex which must be
added to the force determined through the wave scattering cross-section and omitted in our calculation.
If

n we determine the cross section, taking

the curvature of the vortex due to its natural oscillations into account.

1'.1>_1_ we have (J)
'I'

We must note that in our method for separating the
vortex field connected with the mOving vortex filament
no corrections to the vph field that di verge like 1/ r2
because of the scattering, arise, such corrections appear if we split off in (22) the Vv field for an immobile vortex filament. This has at times been the reason
for doubts about the correctness of the hydrodynamic
approximation)t,5J However, the correct value for the
cross section is obtained for any method of separating
vv. and (24) therefore is the same as obtained by
Pitaevskii[3] and by Iordanskii[S].S)
We now show that the correction to the momentum
flux tensor IIij for vR - vL'" 0 has the same form as
in (19), but that the differential cross section differs

from the wave cross section by an amount which is
caused by the appearance of the transverse Iordanskii
force. This quantity, like the Iordanskii force. is of
first order in K and when evaluating it we can drop
terms a::.K2, such as the wave scattering cross section.
It is, however, necessary to take into account terms of
second order in the phonon amplitude Pph and in Vph
and to average over times longer than the inverse phonon
frequencies. We have then
t1Il;j='/,6i,( (Pph')-(Vph'»)

(25)

+ (Pph Vph'> D, ,+ (PphVph) V,i+pO (Vphi1' ph;>'

where the averages are determined by means of the
phonon distribution function -(eno/eE)ti.k· (vR - VL).
The current (Pph Vph) in (25) can be evaluated in
zeroth approximation in Vv (plane sound wave), i.e.,
(PphVph)=-

Sfi'dk ::' (lik(VR'-V

L ))

Iik=Pn(VR'-VL )

(26)

,

and to determine (Pph), (Vph), and (Vphi Vphj) we must
find the asymptotic values of Pph and Vph as r - CX' in
first approximation in vv.
Because of the long range the usual asymptotic expression for short-range potentials diverges at small
angles 1/1 between the projections of the radius vector
R and the wavevector k on the plane perpendicular to
the vortex (the two-dimensional vectors r and kl) as
the scattering amplitude diverges as 1/1/!. The correct
asymptotic expression for the velocity potential CPph
(vph = VCPph) for small \ I/! \ « 1 has the form (see
Appendix m)
cpJR) _e'kR ( Hi 2:: [ n(J) ( I/> (

~~r )"') -I/>]) .

(27)

USing (27) to determine the denSity Pph and the
velocity Vph and substituting these into (25) we find
that (Pph) - (Vph) = 0 and the term Po( VphiVphj) is
equal to
UJdkon'(Ii'
p,<VphlvphJ ) =-n.
k(VR -vL))ncRe {kik'(
.

X [n(J) ( I/> (
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h

k

Ilk
1+i-

m

~~r )"') -I/>]) - ~(V..kj+v.,ki) (1- (2nkLr) 'f,
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(28)

(k.cr)'" '

(.h( kJ..2ir ) "') =hl'li
'I'

and Eq. (27) is the solution of the problem in the geometric optics approximation while the imaginary part
of the factor for a plane wave in (27)

~(in-I/»
2ltc. II/>I
is the phase shift of the wave in the velocity field of the
vortex which is small for long-wavelength phonons. In
the small angle region II/! I ~ (k1 r t 1/ 2 the geometric
optics approximation becomes inapplicable but just this
region (diffraction region) is responsible for the occurrence of. the Iordanskii force.
In the diffraction region phonon wavepackets are
incident with impact parameters small compared to the
distance from the vortex for which the momentum flux
tensor is determined. It is therefore not surprising that
the contribution from the diffraction region to the distribution function has the same form as ~o.f and can be
taken into account by including in the differential scattering cross-section the quantity (11 = KI5(Y)/Cy which
leads to the value (1s = K/ c for phonons (see (14».
To explain why the Iordanskii force does not need to
be added in the case of rotons we consider the connection between it and the phase shift ~S(b)/ti. of the wavepacket describing some quasi-particle. Here S(b) is the
change in the classical action due to the interaction with
the vortex field after passing through the whole of the
classical trajectory while b is the impact parameter
with a sign which is the same as the sign of the component of the angular momentum of the quasiparticle
along the circulation vector K. If the quasiparticle trajectories are nearly rectilinear and the change in the
transverse momentum I5Pl along them is small we get,
using the relation p = eS/er, for the cross section (1s
that determines the transverse forceS)
M( (0) -!1S (_00)
p

(29)

where Vg is the total group velOCity and is equal to the
sound velocity c for phonons. To determine ~S(b) for
b = ± 00 it is sufficient to solve the claSSical equation of
motion (16) in first approximation in the vortex field.
i.e., in K, whence ~S(±oO)= ±KP/2vg.
Equation (28) is true for both phonons and rotons.
However, for rotons one can use Appendix 1 to verify
that the change ~S(b) from b = - "" to b = +00 occurs
continuously in the region where the quasi-classical
(geometriC optics) approximation is applicable and
therefore the quasi-classical scattering cross-section
already includes the effect responsible for the appearance of the transverse force, and we need not add the
Iordanskii force. For phonons, however, the whole
change ~S(b) occurs discontinuously in the diffraction
region and the effect of this on the transverse force is
not taken into account by the usual Born wave scattering
cross section.
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We must note that both for rotons and for phonons we
can neglect the coefficient D as compared to D'. The
quantity D' = -KPn means that the vortex in the superfluid liquid moves with the average mass velocity7)
(psvs + Pnvn)/ p.

4. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS.
In deriving the equations of the Hall-Vinen theory in
~51 and 2 we dropped a number of terms and assumed
Ps in the hydrodynamic region to be constant. For this
it is necessary that the correlation length be much
smaller than ro ~ l. Moreover, uSing the theory for the
scattering of non-interacting quasiparticles by the
vortex field assumed that the region in which appreciable scattering occurs has a size much smaller than the
mean free path l. For rotons the size of the scattering
region is of the order of b* ~ KPo/kBT (see Appendix I)
and the necessary condition for the correctness of the
theory considered above is the condition b*« l. All
these conditions are violated when the temperature increases. Thus, already for T = 1.4 K, b* ~ l. The
theory can therefore, strictly speaking be compared
with experiment only at sufficiently low temperatures.
This is possibly the reason that the conclusion following from Hall and Vinen's theory that the damping of
second sound by vortices as Ps - 0 is not confirmed
by experiments near the A-point.
We show in Fig. 1 the magnitude of the coeffiCient D'
obtained experimentally.[15] The value D' = -KPn obtained in the present paper differs by a factor two or
three from the experimental data. The cause of the discrepancy, apart from what has been mentioned above,
may be a contribution to the scattering by the vortex
core; this was already pointed out by Pitaevskil,[S] One
should expect a better agreement at lower temperatures.
In conclusion I want to thank S. V. Iordanskil, V. L.
GureVich, L. P. PitaevskiI, G. E. Pikus, and A. G.
Aronov for discussing and considering this work.
APPENDIX I

FIG. I. Experimental and theoretical
values of the coefficient D' for rotons.
The line corresponds to the magnitude
D' = KPn obtained in the present paper.
Earlier known theoretical values of D'
are: KPn, [2) 0, [5), and -KPn.[8) The
points are calculated from the coefficients Band B' obtained experimentally
[15] using Eqs. (25) and (26) of ref. [7)
in which the contribution from the
Iordanskn force was dropped. To determine the roton mean free path I
=tr<2kBT/p)"1 the time tr was determined from Eq. (15.7) from ['6).

-{7.",

•

..
~.5

termined differently in the interval 0 < b < b* = KPo
sin ,,/21TE and outside it. Here E is the roton energy,
calculated with respect to the roton minimum and equal
to (p - po)2/2iJ. far from the vortex, Let initially b > b*
or b < O. The roton then moves after the collision in
the direction y = and the deflection angle y is obtained after eliminating t from (1.1) and integrating
these equations along the trajectory:
0()

p.(oo)

s· (b'-y')dy (

Yo

2nL'G_~

(b'+y')'

x

dq> cos 2c:p

1=- p,sint'l =-

=-

-"

bb'
1- b'+y'

-;w;;- oS (b'-bb' cos <p')

)-'1>

'I••

(1.2)

If, however, 0 < b < b* the roton mOving before the col-

lision from y = progresses only up to the point y*
= -(bb* - b 2)1/2 where the momentum becomes equal to
po. This is a turning point, after which the rotan moves
again in the opposite direction towards y = - >0. However, on the reverse path we have already p < po and
the group velocity and the momentum are directed in
the opposite direction. For the angle y we get
0()

"(=-

p.(-oo)

-Yo
_
_

po sin t')

2nvG

-SW-(b'-II')dll (
W
(b'+II') ,
1- b'+II'

+ v'

{s·· (b'-y')dy ( 1 -bb'- - )-'"
_~

)-'1'}

(b'+y'),

x

b'+y'
'S"d<P(2bCOS1j>'-b')
(b'b-b'cos<p')'Io' (1,3)

=-~o

where the two terms in the integration over y correspond to the change in Px along the path to the vortex
and away from it.

TRANSVERSE FORCE FOR ROTONS IN THE
QUASI·CLASSICAL APPROXIMATION
We consider the prOjection of the roton trajectory
onto the xy-plane. Let the roton before the collision
move parallel to the y-axiS starting from negative
values and at a distance b from it. Therefore, b is the
impact parameter and for y = - and x = b.
0()

Equations (16) for a roton with energy t;(p) = ~
+ (p - po)2/2iJ. has for small values of (p - Po)/ po the
form

We can now determine the value of the cross section
as which determines the transverse force:
0,=

J

_.

O(l) sin l dl'"

J"(db=+~.
Ip-Pol

_~

(1.4)

The same value is also obtained when p < Po before the
collision. Substituting as into (20) we get D' = - KPn.

Let p - po> O. The angle y over which the projection of the momentum p rotates in the xy-plane is de-

In the calculation given here the cross section was
determined in terms of the angle y between the initial
and final momenta of the roton at infinite distance from
the vortex. In actual fact we are interested in the momentum with which the rotons enter and leave the
cylinder of large radius r around the vortex. The angle
between these two momenta differs from y by an
amount of order 1/r which is connected with the change
in momentum along the trajectory which arises in first
order in K from the quasi-classical equations of motion
(16). This effect was already taken into account in the
correction ~pf to the distribution function (see Sec. 2).
Goodman[8] included this effect in the scattering cross
section, and due to this the cross-section turned out to
be divergent. Moreover, in[8] a contribution to D' from
the terms jOjVsi to the tensor ITij (see (12» was
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dy
dt

P-po . .,

-=--smu
[t

dp
dt

,

dp.,
dt

-=

xp,(b'-y')
sinO
:2:tr'
'

YoPoby.

•

-=--SIll1~-

nr"

(1.1)

For small (p - Po)/ po the main contribution to the friction force comes from deflections at small angles, i.e.,
the trajectories are almost parallel to the y-axis at all
ranges and we put therefore in the right-hand Sides of
the equations of motion everywhere Py ~ Po sin", Px
= 0, x = b, where J is the angle between p and the zaxis.
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neglected which equals -KPn/2 which cancels the contribution KPn/2 from Apf. Goodman therefore obtained
by means of numerical calculations at low temperatures
a value close to -KPn/2 instead of the correct value

In that case second sound will be damped and when it

propagates along the vortex (along the z-axis) the corresponding coefficient Dz is equal to
D,=

-KPn'

The quantities AD and Dz are small and at T

APPENDIX II
EFFECT OF THE NATURAL OSCILLATIONS OF
THE VORTEX FILAMENT ON THE SCATTERING
OF PHONONS BY A VORTEX
To determine the corrections caused by the oscillations of the vortex filament we average Eq. (23) over all
states of this filament which are a consequence of its
natural oscillations.
The integrals arising when averaging (23) can be
evaluated by changing to a Fourier representation for
small displacements of the points of the vortex filament
from the original position (the z-axis):
~

~

x,(z)= S dpx(p)e'P',

y,(z)= S dpy(p)e"',

(11.1)

(x(p)')=(y(p) ')=kBTLlnx'pop'lln prel,

(11.2)

where rc is the size of the vortex core. The problem
reduces to evaluating the generating function
1=

<exp{iq[R.(z,)-R,(Z')l+t,a~~:,) a;!:,)},)

scattering by a rectilinear vortex. Even smaller corrections are obtained when we take into account the
possible process of the absorption of a phonon with the
creation of two eigen oscillation quanta of the vortex
filament.

APPENDIX III
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF A SOUND WAVE
INCIDENT UPON A VORTEX
Solving Eq. (22) in the Born approximation for a
straight immobile vortex filament (avv/at = 0) we get

~:S dr,B:" (k.L1r-r,l)v,(r,)kexp(ikr.)}

2kBT~J [ ,l-cosp(z,-z,)
.
=exp { iq,(z,-z,)---,- dp q.L
'II
I
+!q.L(t,+t,)
x p. _~
p npre

sinp(z,-z,)
cosp(z,-z,) ]}
-tit,
,
pllnprel
IInprel

(11.3 )

where <L. (~, qy), t 1, and t2 are two-dimensional vectors.
The average cross-section is determined in terms
of J and its derivatives with respect to the components
of the vectors t1 and h in the limit as t1 - 0 and t2
- 0:
1
L

kx • 2
1)'
(--q' k'
4nc

O(k-+kl ) - - ( - )

=exp(i(k,z+kr)

(1II.l)

where, as before, r is a two-dimensional vector in the
xy-plane, the vortex filament lies along the z-axis, and
kl is the projection of k on the xy-plane.
We determine the integral

S

for large r and small angles l/! ~ (k1 rt 1/ 2 by splitting
the xy-plane into regions and choose in it variables in
the way shown in Fig. 2.
We consider the contributions from the different
regions.
Region I. Here we can assume the quantity p/ r to be
small and retain the first term in an expansion in terms
of it:
iXkk.L·"S pdpH,( !) (kJ.p) 's· exp(-ik.Lpcoscp)d,p
A 1 =--smljl
4nrr

0

ixkkJ.
(J~ pdpH,(1) «kl.+6)p)/,{kJ.p)
""--sinljl
2cr
II

(11.4)
The term proportional to J in (11.4) gives the crosssection (24) where the o-function is replaced by the
resonance function O(qz) with a finite width:
2nksTq.L'
flq = x'p, In(x'p,/req.L'k BT)

o

ixkk.L.
'S' pdpH,(" (kJ.p)/,{k.J.p)
=--sm1jl
2cl'
,

SS dz,ds,

8'1
X [(k.kl.-k ••k.)'I+(kwk ..-k,wk')'-a-"tia ut2:c

_
1
flq
b (q,) = --; q,'+flq';

{1- ~: Sdr.B,("(k.Llr-r.l)v,{r.)kexPik{r.-r))},

A=-.!!:. dr. H,(" (k.Llr-r,l)v.(r,) k exp(ik(r,-r))
2c

+t.

x-

= 0.5

K are, respectively, 1.3 and 1.7% of the quantity D
which is determined by the cross-section (24) for the

CJlph(R)-exp(ik,z) {exp(ikr)-

xv(z), yv(z) together with z are three Cartesian coordinates for Rv. We determine the average values
(X(p)2> and (y(pl> from the classical Rayleigh-Jeans
distribution for the natural oscillations of the vortex
filament:

(11.8)

3.25(k BT)7
p,e'li' In (hc/rekBT)

_

1
nk.J.l'l+11

j dp e"')
p,

,_,

= hckp. sin 1jl •
2nc
r

(I1I.2)

When changing the integral over dp from zero to PI to

(11.5)

The remaining terms give a correction to the crosssection which in the small-T limit is equal to
flo =

k'kBT

4np,e'lln q,re

1(2 - ~)'
q'

[k,'kt.L'+k,,'k.L'-2k,k,,(k,k,,+k.k,.)],

k'

(11.6)

where kf = ki + kyo This correction to the cross-section gives a correction to the coefficient D for a second
sound wave directed at right angles to the vortex:
flD
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2.44 (ksT) 7
p,e'li' In (he/rekBT) .
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(11.7)

FIG. 2. Integration regions for evaluating the asymptotic values of
the velocity potential for a sound wave incident upon a vortex. The
point 0 is the vortex filament, R the point of observation r ~ PI ~ Ilk,
r ~ Ll. ~ (r/k)lI2. The integration variables are: in I, II, III: the polar
coordinates P and <{J; in IV the coordinates x =P - r, Y =± {rp( 1 - cos
(<{J - 1/I»}112, where + and - correspond to <{J < 1/1 and <{J > 1/1.
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the difference of two such integrals from 0 to GO and
from p 1 to .00 we used in the second integral asymptotic
expressions for Bessel functions.
Regions II and III. Here we can at once replace
Hb' ) (k1 P ) by its asymptotic expression and integrate
over 'P by the saddle-point method:
ixkkJ. '-A
2
'f,
AIl=-Spdp(-.- )
4nc
tnkJ.p
p,

(I1I.3)

'Sn
r sin Ij;-p sin 'P
X d'P exp (ikJ.p (1-cos q») r '+ p'-2 rp cos (~'-cp )
o

ixk
2nc

=-

'S-·dp

.,

r sin.p
ixk (
r sin.p
= - - arctg
r'+p'-2rpcos.p
2nc
~-r(1-cos'll)
'kk~

2

p.. ) ,
.p---;:-Slnlj;

'I'·

AIlI=~ Spdp (-.- ) ' Sdq>
4nc

tnkJ.p,
r sin 1jl-p sin 'P
X exp (ikJ.p (t-cos q» )-.,-.--'!--'--"'!-r+p'-2rp cos (Ij;-'I')
ixk
rsin 1jl
=--al'ctg
2nc
~+r(1-cos1jl)
,+A

(111.4)

When making estimates in the regions I to III we
have, in fact, not used the smallness of I/!; it was only
necessary that A « r. Higher order terms in 1/ r do
not contribute in the regions I to III (we checked this
for the next two terms). For small I/! we have
r sin I/!/ A « 1 and the terms
rsin'l'
al'ctg - - - - ' - - -

In conclusion we note that the problem of the scattering of a phonon by a vortex is completely analogous to
the problem of the scattering of an electron by a magnetic field in a narrow cylindrical region (AharonovBohm effect(l7]).[9]
1)Goodman [8] and Titus [9] also obtained the negative sign of D'.
2)This estimate was obtained after critical remarks by V. D. Kagan, for
which the author is grateful.
3)S. V. Iordanski'1 pointed the existence of the correction Apf out to
the author.
4)The nomenclature "hydrodynamic" is here not used at all in the same
sense as in Sec. 1. There we were dealing with two-component hydrodynamics, applicable for characteristic lengths exceeding the mean
free path of the quasiparticles; here we are dealing with the hydrodynamics of an inviscid liquid; quantizing the sound oscillations of
this liquid we get phonons which are characteristic for a superfluid
liquid with a mean free path which is infmite as long as we neglect
interactions between the phonons.
S)The equation for the cross section in the paper by Fetter [4] differs by
the absence of the second term in the braces in (24) which is connected
with the motion of the filament. It is absent as in the partial wave
method, used in [4]. one must consider the wave for 1= 0 separately,
taking into account the momentum conservation law for the liquid in
the vicinity of the vortex mament. In fact, Fetter [4] obtained the
cross section for the scattering by a vortex filament which was rigidly
pinned by some external forces.
6)This formula was obtained by Pitaevski'1. [13]
7)For phonons this statement follows from Efros' work ['4] where a
consideration of the hydrodynamical Hamiltonian was given without
limitations to the degree of anharmonicity.

~±r(1-coslj;)

drop out.

rl/

2
Region IV. We use the condition that I/! ~ (klr
« 1 is small and the asymptotic expansion for H~')(klP)'
After changing to the variables x and y (see Fig. 2) we
expand the integrand in terms of 1/ r up to terms 1/ r2
and take into account in this case that x ~ y ~ r'/2,
I/! ~ r- ' / 2. For instance, the expansion of the exponent is:

2
([J(x)=-=S e-i'dt.

(I1I.5)

fn,

Adding A = AI + All + AlII + AIV we get the integral
in (III.1), the main terms of which are retained in (27).
The asymptotic expression for 'Pip applicable when
II/!I » 1/(k1 r)1/2(-11 < I/! < 11) is of the form
'PPh(R) = exp(ik,z) {exp (ikr)

+exp

(1+~(
n,.!- 2"c
,~)I

Ij;))

(i (k:J-~))
~ (~)", sin'll
4
2nc ""r
2(1-eostjJ)'

(I1I.6 )

It is the same as (27) when 1 » I ?/II » 1/ (klr )1/2, as
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